Tree Stand Guide
We offer a variety of tree stands to suit your retail and lot needs. The guide below will provide information and
some recommendations to sort out which stand system may work best for you. The stands and display systems
are organized separately in order of cost based on 6’-8’ trees.

Features
Cost

Wood Stands Quick Dowel
Stands

Rebar Stands

Cinco Stands

Davis Stands

$1.44*

N/A for 6-8’ trees
$2.30 for <4’ only

$6.15*

$13.50*

$16.99*

$3.16*

water basin
molded into stand

$9.10*

water basin
molded into stand

$18.71*

hammer & nails
some effort
required

simple,
Doweler tool
required

drill straight hole & drive
spike in, drill machine
recommended

turn screws to
tighten onto tree,
no machines

tap/bolt tree onto base,
turn crank/bolt,
no machines

Tree Sizes

table top to 15’+

small trees only

table top to 15’+

table top to 12’+

table top to 20’+

Adjustable

no

no

yes

yes

yes

Removable

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

Can be sold as a
retail item, or
pre-installed
on trees.

more expensive but
simple to install and
great for large trees

(based on 6-8’ tree)

Cost with
Water Bowl
Ease of
Installation

useful for in home or simple and efficient useful for in home or
Notes &
sales display, with or way for standing
sales display, with or
Comments
without bowl
small trees
without bowl, or in concert with display spikes

*Prices listed above may vary somwhat each year, but are intended to offer general comparison

Tree Sales Display Systems
The display systems below are for showing trees to the public for sale. Each one allows trees
to be easily added and removed from the fixed display (with water), and a tree stand for home
use can be added at the point of sale.

Display arms attach to 2x4 or 2x6
lumber which can be arranged into a
variety of patterns to display trees.
Trees clamp on for display and water
bowls can be placed on the ground
to keep trees fresh.

Grid pins and Spike plates attach to 2x4 or 2x6 lumber which can be
arranged into a variety of patterns to display trees. Trees must be
drilled to mount on the spikes, which will also accomodate rebar stands
at point of sale. Rebar water bowls can be used to keep trees fresh.

